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A successful catch of a falling ball requires an accurate estimation of the timing for when the
ball hits the hand. In a previous experiment in which participants performed ball-catching
task in virtual reality environment, we accidentally found that the weight of a falling ball
was perceived differently when the timing of ball load force to the hand was shifted from
the timing expected from visual information. Although it is well known that spatial infor-
mation of an object, such as size, can easily deceive our perception of its heaviness, the
relationship between temporal information and perceived heaviness is still not clear. In this
study, we investigated the effect of temporal factors on weight perception. We conducted
ball-catching experiments in a virtual environment where the timing of load force exertion
was shifted away from the visual contact timing (i.e., time when the ball hit the hand in the
display). We found that the ball was perceived heavier when force was applied earlier than
visual contact and lighter when force was applied after visual contact. We also conducted
additional experiments in which participants were conditioned to one of two constant time
offsets prior to testing weight perception. After performing ball-catching trials with 60 ms
advanced or delayed load force exertion, participants’ subjective judgment on the simul-
taneity of visual contact and force exertion changed, reflecting a shift in perception of time
offset. In addition, timing of catching motion initiation relative to visual contact changed,
reflecting a shift in estimation of force timing. We also found that participants began to
perceive the ball as lighter after conditioning to 60 ms advanced offset and heavier after
the 60 ms delayed offset. These results suggest that perceived heaviness depends not on
the actual time offset between force exertion and visual contact but on the subjectively
perceived time offset between them and/or estimation error in force timing.
Keywords: force illusion,weight perception, temporal perception, visuo-motor control,motor adaptation, temporal
adaptation
1. INTRODUCTION
The perception of an object’s heaviness is not only dependent
on its weight. It is well known that information about the size
of objects can mislead judgments of their heaviness. Charpentier
(1891) was the first to demonstrate the size-weight illusion, where,
given two objects of equal weight, the smaller object is perceived
heavier than the larger one. In addition, the material and color of
objects can also elicit the illusion of the weight difference (Wolfe,
1898; Seashore, 1899; De Camp, 1917). Although many studies
have been performed in the attempt to understand the neural
mechanisms underlying these illusions (Ross, 1969; Flanagan and
Beltzner, 2000; Kim et al., 2002; Koike et al., 2006; Brayanov and
Smith, 2010), we still lack a strong explanation of why these illu-
sions occur (Ernst, 2009). However, taking into account that those
illusions never occur when we lift objects with closing our eyes, it
is clear that visual information affects weight perception.
In addition to visual information, timing of haptic sensation
also seems to affect weight perception. To catch a ball falling
from above, it is necessary to estimate the time when the ball
will contact the hand in order to generate counteracting force at
an appropriate timing (Lacquaniti and Maioli, 1989). Through a
series of experiments in which participants caught a falling ball in
a virtual reality environment (Hong et al., 2005; Kambara et al.,
2011; Kawase et al., 2012), we investigated the neural mechanism
underlying the estimation of time-to-contact (TTC), that is, the
time remaining before contact. During these experiments, some
participants happened to report that the weight of the falling ball
was perceived differently when their TTC estimations were incor-
rect, even though the magnitude of force exerted on the hand was
constant. From past studies (Ross, 1969; Davis and Roberts, 1976;
Diedrichsen et al., 2007), it has been suggested that the mispercep-
tion of force is caused by the mismatch between predicted sensory
consequences of self-produced action and actual sensory inflow.
However, it is not clear how error in estimating the timing of force
affects perception of its magnitude.
In this study, we investigated the effect of temporal information
on weight perception in a ball-catching task. We implemented a
virtual reality environment where a falling ball was displayed on a
large screen, and its load force was applied with a haptic device. To
impose errors in the temporal estimates, the load force timing was
advanced or delayed with respect to visual contact timing, i.e., the
time when the ball made contact with the hand in the display. We
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then analyzed the relationship between perceived weight and time
offset between load force exertion and visual contact. In addition,
we also tested whether weight perception changes as the subjec-
tive judgment of simultaneity between visual and haptic stimuli
changes. In our previous experiment (Kawase et al., 2012), we
showed that participants’ judgment of temporal simultaneity was
modified by experiencing tens of ball-catching trials in which the
load force was applied with constant shifts from the time of visual
contact. For example, when participants were persistently exposed
to a 60 ms lag in load force timing, the point of subjective simul-
taneity (the relative time offset between visual and haptic stimuli
at which the two stimuli are perceived as simultaneous) shifted
in the direction of exposed lag. The shift in point of subjective
simultaneity between visual and haptic stimuli has been observed
in many other studies (Cunningham et al., 2001; Haggard et al.,
2002; Stetson et al., 2006; Hanson et al., 2008; Harrar and Har-
ris, 2008; Heron et al., 2009; Sugano et al., 2010). Recent studies
have also started to focus on how motor learning is affected by
adapted temporal perception (Tanaka et al., 2011; Honda et al.,
2012). Here we investigated the effects of temporal conditioning on
weight perception and its role in the sensory-motor process. Note
that the two previous studies (Tanaka et al., 2011; Honda et al.,
2012) investigated the effect of temporal adaptation only in one
way. In other words, haptic stimulus always preceded visual stim-
ulus in their studies. Our experimental design, on the other hand,
allowed us to investigate how weight perception will be changed
after conditioned not only to the situation where haptic precedes
visual stimulus but also to the situation where haptic follows visual
stimulus.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. PARTICIPANTS
Six right-handed male adults (age: 21–39) took part in all exper-
iments. All participants were recruited from within our institute.
Participants had normal or corrected to normal vision, and had
no cognitive or motor disorders. Experiments were performed in
conformance with the Declaration of Helsinki on the use of human
subjects in research, and written informed consent was obtained
from all participants. The experimental procedures were approved
by the ethics committee of the Tokyo Institute of Technology.
2.2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
We implemented a virtual reality system for ball-catching tasks
in order to manipulate the magnitude and timing of load force
(Figure 1). The system was composed of a large plasma dis-
play (PDP503-CMX, 50 in, Pioneer) and a haptic device named
“SPIDAR-G” (Kim et al., 2000; Akahane et al., 2006). This haptic
device consists of eight motors (RE-max24, DC motor, Maxon)
and eight strings attached to a ball-shaped grip. Force in a total of
6 degrees of freedom (DOF; 3DOF translational and 3DOF rota-
tional) is generated by the strings whose tensions are controlled by
the motors. In addition, the position of the center of the grip can
be computed from the length of each string measured by encoders
attached to the motors. The control and measurement frequency
were both set as 1 ms.
During the experiments, participants sat on a chair in front
of a table and display (Figure 1). Their shoulders were fixed to
haptic device
headphones
display
FIGURE 1 | Experiment system. A virtual red ball (radius=2 cm) and a
black square cursor (width=10 cm, height=2 cm) projecting the hand
position in the vertical direction were displayed on a plasma display.
Subjects held a ball-shaped plastic grip attached to a “SPIDAR” haptic
device, which consisted of eight motors and strings. Load force was
applied through tension in the strings by the motors. The grip position was
calculated from angle encoders attached to the motors. Subjects wore a
pair of noise-canceling headphones to reduce the sound generated by the
motors of the haptic device.
the back of the chair by means of a shoulder harness. We asked
them to put their right forearms on the table and grasp the hap-
tic grip with a supinated posture (palm up). Participants wore
noise-canceling headphones (QuietComfort 3, BOSE) to reduce
influence by external sounds (e.g., the sound of the motors).
A virtual ball was displayed on the screen as a red sphere of
2 cm radius and fell with 0 m/s initial velocity and 9.8 m/s2 accel-
eration. A black cursor in the shape of a 10 cm width and 2 cm
height rectangle, projecting the hand position, moved in the verti-
cal direction in accordance with the grip’s vertical position. After
contacting with the black cursor, the ball would remain in con-
tact and move along with the cursor. A blue bar of 3 cm height
was also displayed as the reference area for initial hand position in
ball-catching trials.
The load force of the ball was simulated by applying a down-
ward force to the hand with SPIDAR-G. The duration of the load
force was set to 1 s for the entire experiment. In addition, the load
force was kept constant during that 1 s. However, the magnitude of
the load force was modulated according to experiment conditions
described later. We also induced time offsets in load force exertion
with respect to visual contact. Here we use the term “time offset”
to indicate relative time difference between when the load force
was applied to the hand and when the ball contacted the upper
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edge of the black cursor in the display. Note that the vertical posi-
tion where the ball contacts the black cursor changes trial by trial
because ball-catching motion includes some variant amount of
hand movement. Therefore, we cannot know the exact timing of
visual contact prior to the moment it actually happens. In the case
where force is required to precede visual contact, it is impossible to
make the actual time offset match exactly with the intended time
offset. To make them as close as possible, TTC, time remaining
before contact, was computed at every time step with respect to
the current position of the black cursor. Then the force was applied
at the time when TTC fell below the intended offset. Here, TTC at
time t is computed as
TTC(t ) =
√
2(h0 − xt )
g
− t , (1)
where t is the elapsed time from when the ball starts to fall, g is the
gravitational acceleration, and h0 and xt are the initial height of the
ball and position of the black cursor at time t, respectively. After
completing all experiments, we verified how much the actual offset
deviated from the intended in all trials where force was designed
to precede visual contact. The largest deviation was 5.0 ms for a
trial where force was supposed to be applied 120 ms before visual
contact. The mean value was 1.3 ms. With the smallest time off-
set used in the experiments being 15 ms, these unavoidable force
timing errors appeared to be negligible.
2.3. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
Participants underwent three experiments 1, 2, and 3, conducted
on separate days. All participants performed Experiment 1 first.
The order of Experiments 2 and 3 was randomized among all
participants, with half performing Experiment 2 before 3 and the
other half performing Experiment 2 after 3.
Each experiment was organized into three sessions“Condition-
ing,” “Simultaneity Test,” and “Weight Perception Test” sessions,
presented in this order. Rest breaks of several minutes were taken
between sessions.
Experiment 1 was conducted to investigate how the time offset
between load force exertion and visual contact affects perceived
weight of the ball. In the Conditioning session of Experiment 1,
participants performed tens of ball-catching trials where the load
force was applied simultaneously with visual contact. Then in the
Weight Perception Test session, unpredictable time offsets were
induced during ball-catching trials to investigate how participants’
perception of the ball’s weight changed with respect to time offset.
In Experiments 2 and 3, we investigated how weight perception
changes after participants were persistently exposed to constant
offsets given during the Conditioning sessions. The load force was
persistently applied in advance to visual contact in Experiment
2, and delayed from visual contact in Experiment 3. The Weight
Perception Test sessions in Experiments 2 and 3 were conducted
to test how the ball’s weight was perceived when the same offset as
that used in Experiment 1 was applied.
An outline of the experimental protocol is illustrated in
Figure 2A. In the following, we describe in detail the protocols
of the three sessions of each experiment.
2.3.1. Conditioning session
In the Conditioning session, each participant performed 80 ball-
catching trials. The inter-trial interval was 2 s. The sequence of
events in a single trial is shown in Figure 2B. Before the start of
each trial, participants were asked to set the black cursor inside
the blue bar indicating the initial hand position. At the beginning
of the trial, the ball appeared at 80 cm above the blue bar, accom-
panied with a beep sound. The ball started falling with a random
delay ranging from 0.75 to 1.25 s. The ball load force was then
applied with or without time offset from visual contact. In Exper-
iment 1, the load force was synchronized with visual contact. In
Experiment 2, the force was applied 60 ms before visual contact,
and in Experiment 3, 60 ms after visual contact. The magnitude of
load force was 3.92 N for all Conditioning sessions. This value was
selected to simulate the feeling of catching a ball weighing 400 g.
In accordance with the time offsets used in the three experiments,
we denoted the Conditioning sessions as “sync” (Experiment 1),
“lead” (Experiment 2), and “lag” (Experiment 3).
We instructed participants to counteract the load force so as to
keep the black cursor within the blue bar as consistently as possible.
We also asked them to avoid co-contracting antagonistic muscle
pairs of the forearm and try to generate upward force against the
load force.
2.3.2. Simultaneity test session
In the Simultaneity Test session, each participant underwent 99
ball-catching trials. The sequence of the events in a single trial was
the same as that shown in Figure 2B, except for the time offset
values. The list of offsets used in each of the three experiments
is shown in Table 1 with their appearance frequencies within the
session. The offset for each trial was selected randomly from the
list. The initial height of the ball was also selected randomly from
one of the following heights, 70, 80, or 90 cm. Appearance frequen-
cies of the three heights were equal to each other. The magnitude
and the duration of load force in each trial were 3.92 N and 1 s,
respectively irrespective of the initial heights.
Just as in the Conditioning session, we asked the participants to
counteract the load force to catch the virtual ball. The participants
were instructed to make judgments about the temporal order of
visual contact and force exertion. We asked them to report which
event occurred first by pressing the left or right button of a com-
puter mouse held in their left hands. Time for judgment was not
restricted and a successive trial started 2 s after either button was
pressed. Note that the reason why the initial height of the ball was
changed trial by trial is to force participants to make the temporal
order judgment purely from visual and haptic sensations. If we fix
the initial height, the duration of ball’s movement, time required
the ball to reach the hand in the display, becomes the same in every
trial. It might be possible that the participants learn the timing of
visual contact and compare the timing of haptic sensation with
that learned timing. Therefore, the initial height was determined
randomly in each trial in the Simultaneity Test session.
2.3.3. Weight perception test session
In each of the three experiments, the Weight Perception Test ses-
sion was organized into five sets. A single set was composed of
99 trials in Experiment 1, and 76 trials in Experiment 2 and 3.
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Conditioning Simultaneity Test
( 80 trials ) ( 99 trials )
Weight Perception Test
( 99 or 76 trials   x   5 sets )
Exp.1
[2.94, ... , 4.9]3.92 3.923.92 [2.94, ... , 4.9]3.92
[-120, ... , 0, ... , +120]0 [-60, 0, +60]0 [-60, 0, +60]0( “sync” )
Exp.2
[2.94, ... , 4.9]3.92 3.92 3.92 [2.94, ... , 4.9]3.92
-60 [-60, 0][-180, ... , 0, +60] -60 [-60, 0]-60( “lead” )
Exp.3
[2.94, ... , 4.9]3.92 3.92 3.92 [2.94, ... , 4.9]3.92
[0, +60][-60, 0, ... , +180]+60 +60 [0, +60]+60( “lag” )
reference
force exertion
load
force exertion
beep sound beep sound
750ms                 
  ~ 1250ms
1200ms                
  ~ 1600ms
1000ms
60ms 60ms
Timestart falling visual contact
load
force exertion
beep sound
750ms                 
  ~ 1250ms 60ms 60ms
Timestart falling visual contact
A
B
C
FIGURE 2 | Experimental protocol. (A) An outline of the experimental
protocol of the three experiments. Time offset 1t and load force
magnitude F in each trial are shown for the three sessions, i.e.,
conditioning, simultaneity test, and weight perception test sessions. 1t
and F shown with color backgrounds indicate that they are chosen
randomly in each trial. The details of their values are list inTables 1 and 2.
(B)The sequence of events in a single ball-catching trial during the
Conditioning session. The load force is applied at the same time
(Experiment 1), 60 ms before (Experiment 2), or 60 ms after (Experiment 3)
the ball contacts the hand cursor in the display. (C)The sequence of
events in a single weight judgment trial during the Weight Perception Test
session. After applying the constant magnitude reference force,
participants performed ball-catching. The timing of load force exertion was
chosen randomly from three candidates corresponding to the times
simultaneous to (0 ms offset trials), 60 ms before (−60 ms offset trials), or
60 ms after (+60 ms offset trials) visual contact of the ball.
Table 1 |Time offset values and frequencies in the SimultaneityTest session.
Experiment # (conditioning type) Time offset [ms] (appearance frequency within the session)
Experiment 1 (“sync”) −120 (6) −60 (12) −30 (12) −15 (12) 0 (15) 15 (12) 30 (12) 60 (12) 120 (12)
Experiment 2 (“lead”) −180 (6) −120 (12) −90 (12) −75 (12) −60 (15) −45 (12) −30 (12) 0 (12) 60 (12)
Experiment 3 (“lag”) −60 (6) 0 (12) 30 (12) 45 (12) 60 (15) 75 (12) 90 (12) 120 (12) 180 (12)
Negative or positive offset values indicate that force exertion preceded or followed visual contact, respectively.
Rest breaks of several minutes were taken between sets. In each
set, participants first performed 30 ball-catching trials without
any perceptual judgment. The time offsets for the first 30 ball-
catching trials were the same as those in the Conditioning session
in each experiment. The rest of the trials were weight judgment
trials in which participants were asked to compare the heaviness of
the ball and a reference force. Figure 2C shows the time sequence
of the events in a single weight judgment trial. First, participants
were asked to set the black cursor inside the blue bar. Then a beep
sound was generated signifying the beginning of the trial. At the
same time, the black cursor disappeared from the display. After
a random delay ranging from 1.2 to 1.6 s, a reference force with
magnitude 3.92 N was applied for 1 s. After the 1 s time inter-
val, the ball and the black cursor appeared with a second beep
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sound. Participants then performed the ball-catching task after a
random delay ranging from 0.75 to 1.25 s. Time offset was again
imposed between visual contact and load force exertion. Its value
was selected randomly from one of the following values; −60, 0,
or +60 ms in Experiment 1, −60 or 0 ms in Experiment 2, and 0
or+60 ms in Experiment 3. Here, negative or positive offset signs
indicate that load force preceded or followed visual contact, respec-
tively. Each offset appeared 23 times in every set. Note that we did
not include +60 ms offset trials in Experiment 2 and −60 ms off-
set trials in Experiment 3. This is because those offsets are largely
deviated from the offsets used in the corresponding Conditioning
sessions and might attenuate an effect of temporal conditioning
on weight perception. In addition to time offset, magnitude of
load force was also selected randomly. The magnitude values are
listed in Table 2 with their appearance frequency within a single
set. Note that the appearance frequencies listed in the table are
for each time offset. Therefore, the total number of weight judg-
ment trials in a single set was 69 (23 trials× 3 time offsets) in
Experiment 1, and 46 (23 trials× 2 time offsets) in Experiments 2
and 3.
In the weight judgment trials, participants were asked not to
overcorrect for the reference force. Although we asked them to pre-
vent their hands from moving excessively downward upon force
exertion,we also instructed them that it was not necessary to return
their hands to the initial position. The instructions for the ball-
catching task were the same as those for the Conditioning session.
After catching the ball, participants were required to judge the
heaviness of the load force compared to the reference force. Par-
ticipants reported which force they perceived as heavier by pressing
the left or right button of a computer mouse.
2.4. DATA ANALYSIS
All experiment data were analyzed using Matlab and its Statistical
Toolbox (Mathworks, MA, USA).
2.4.1. Perceptual judgment analysis
For the Simultaneity Test session, the judgment of participants
was modeled to a psychometric curve. Using the Matlab function
“glmfit,” the probability of judging “load force preceding visual
contact” was fitted with a sigmoid function,
p
(
judging force first
) = 1
1+ exp (θ0 + θ11t ) , (2)
where 1t is time offset, and θ0 and θ1 are the regression coef-
ficients. A psychometric curve was made for each participant
using their individual judgments. A group psychometric curve was
also made from the judgments across all participants. The point
of subjective simultaneity (PSS), where 1t gives p= 0.5, can be
calculated as PSS = − θ0
θ1
.
For the Weight Perception Test session, the participants’ judg-
ments were again modeled to a psychometric curve. The probabil-
ity of judging that “the ball was heavier than the reference force”
was fitted with a sigmoid function,
p
(
judging ball heavier
) = 1
1+ exp (φ0 + φ11F) , (3)
where 1F is the percent difference in load force magnitude com-
pared to that of the reference force and takes a negative value when
the load force is comparatively smaller. Both individual and group
psychometric curves were computed for each time offset used in
each experiment. The point of subjective equality (PSE), where
1F gives p= 0.5, can be calculated as PSE = −φ0
φ1
.
2.4.2. Movement kinematics analysis
To analyze kinematics of the hand motion during ball-catching,
we considered the grip position in the vertical direction as the
hand position. The positional data were digitally low-pass filtered
at 20 Hz using fourth-order Butterworth filter. We calculated a
baseline hand position for each trial by averaging hand posi-
tion within a period from 200 ms before to the moment the ball
started falling. The baseline position was then subtracted from
the position data. In addition, hand acceleration was computed by
numerically differentiating the position data twice.
From the hand acceleration data, we also determined the timing
when a ball-catching motion was initiated relative to the timing of
visual contact. Here, let us call this timing as motion initiation tim-
ing. To acquire the motion initiation timing in each trial, a baseline
acceleration variance for each trial was acquired by computing the
standard deviation of hand acceleration during the baseline period
(i.e., from 200 ms before to the moment the ball started falling).
The motion initiation timing was then determined as the first
point that the hand acceleration exceeded some threshold value.
In this study, we set the threshold as 20 times the baseline acceler-
ation variance. We confirmed that main results did not change by
setting the threshold from 10 to 30 times the baseline acceleration
variance.
3. RESULTS
3.1. MOVEMENT KINEMATICS
To investigate how movement kinematics changed as magnitude
or timing of load force changed, we analyzed the hand trajectories
during ball-catching motion in Weight Perception Test session of
Experiment 1. For each participant, the hand position data were
aligned at the time of load force exertion, and averaged within
the trials with the same load force magnitude and the same time
offset. We consider the average hand trajectory of 0 ms offset trials
with 3.92 N load force as a reference trajectory. This is because
those values were consistently used in Conditioning session of
Experiment 1. The difference between the reference trajectory
and other average trajectory was assessed by averaging hand posi-
tion difference from 200 ms before to 200 ms after the load force
timing.
Figure 3A shows the average hand position difference caused
by the difference in load force magnitude. All participants showed
negative correlation between load force magnitude and the aver-
age hand position difference. Mean correlation coefficient between
the two variables was −0.89 (SD: 0.07) across participants. This
result indicates that the hand moved more downward as the mag-
nitude of load force became larger. Figure 3B shows the time series
data of hand position of a typical participant. The average hand
trajectories of 0 ms offset trials with each of five different load
force magnitude are aligned at the time of load force exertion.
The similar upward movements before load force exertion can
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Table 2 | Load force values and frequencies in theWeight PerceptionTest session.
Force magnitude [N] (appearance frequency for each time offset within a single set)
2.94 (1) 3.185 (3) 3.43 (3) 3.675 (3) 3.92 (3) 4.165 (3) 4.41 (3) 4.655 (3) 4.9 (1)
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FIGURE 3 | Movement kinematics difference in Experiment 1.
(A)Trajectory difference caused by difference in load force magnitude.
Hand trajectory data are aligned at the time of load force exertion and
averaged within the trials with the same combination of time offset and
load force magnitude. The difference between average hand trajectory of
0 ms offset with 3.92 N force and that of 0 ms offset with other force
magnitude was assessed by averaging hand position difference from
200 ms before to 200 ms after the load force exertion. Shape of markers
represents participant. The gray solid lines are linear regressions of each
marker. The negative value in trajectory difference means that the hand
was on average below the reference trajectory. (B)Typical hand
trajectories for different load force magnitude. Average hand trajectories
of 0 ms offset trials with each of five different load force magnitude are
aligned at the time of load force exertion. The data shown in the figure
are the ones of a typical participant. (C)Trajectory difference caused by
difference in time offset. The average hand position differences between
average hand trajectory of 0 ms offset with 3.92 N force and those of
−60 and +60 ms with 3.92 N force offsets are computed for each
participant and plotted as box plots. Asterisks denote that the difference
was significantly greater or less than zero: *P <0.05, **P <0.01.
(D)Typical hand trajectories for different time offsets. Average hand
trajectories of −60, 0, and +60 ms offset trials with 3.92 N force are
aligned at the time of load force exertion. The data shown in the figure
are the ones of another typical participant.
be seen in all trajectories. On the other hand, the hand moved
differently after load force was applied to the hand. The hand
tended to move further downward as the force magnitude became
larger.
The trajectory difference induced by the difference in time
offset is shown in Figures 3C,D. The average hand position differ-
ence between −60 and 0 ms offset trials was −0.91 (SD: 0.83)
mm averaged across participants (Figure 3C). This difference
was significantly less than zero (t (5)=−2.4; P = 0.029). On the
other hand, the average hand position difference between +60
and 0 ms offset trials was 1.14 (SD: 0.72) mm averaged across
participants. This difference was significantly greater than zero
(t (5)= 3.5; P = 0.0083). We can say that the hand moved more
downward in −60 ms offset trials compared to 0 ms offset trials.
On the other hand, the hand moved more upward in+60 ms offset
trials. Figure 3D shows the time series data of hand position of
another typical participant. The average hand trajectories of −60,
0, and +60 ms offset trials with 3.92 N load force are aligned at
the time of load force exertion. We can see that the difference in
time offset caused difference in upward movements before load
force exertion. The hand started moving earlier, relative to the
timing of load force exertion, in +60 ms offset trials compared
to 0 ms offset trials. As the result, the hand moved more upward
before the load force was applied to the hand. In contrast, the
upward movement became smaller in −60 ms offset trials. This
is because the hand set off later than 0 ms offset trials. Mean-
while, since the load force magnitude was the same, the amounts
of downward movements from positive to negative peak positions
in each of the three trajectories did not differ so much with each
other.
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3.2. MOTION INITIATION TIMING
The timing of motion initiation relative to visual contact was
investigated to reveal how participants changed the timing of
their catching motion after “sync,” “lead,” and “lag” condition-
ings. The average motion initiation timing after each conditioning
was acquired by taking the average of the trials in the Weight Per-
ception Test session. We used the trials with the same time offset
as that in the corresponding Conditioning session, i.e., 0, −60,
and +60 ms offset trials for Experiment 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Figure 4A shows box plots of average motion initiation timings.
The average value across participants were −112.0 (SD: 15.0) ms,
−75.3 (SD: 27.3) ms, and −35.9 (SD: 28.8) ms for “lead,” “sync,”
and “lag” conditionings, respectively.
We also analyzed the amount of the shifts in the motion
initiation timings after “lead” and “lag” conditioning from that
after “sync” conditioning (Figure 4B). The average timing shifts
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FIGURE 4 |Timing of ball-catching motion initiation. (A) Box plots of
average motion initiation timing after “lead,” “sync,” and “lag”
conditioning. Average motion initiation timing was calculated for each
participant and each experiment. (B) Box plots of shifts in average motion
initiation timing after different types of offset conditioning. Amount of shift
for each participant was calculated by subtracting average motion initiation
timing in the Weight Perception Test session of Experiment 1 (after “sync”
conditioning) from those of Experiment 2 (after “lead” conditioning) and 3
(after “lag” conditioning). Asterisks denote that the timing shift was
significantly greater or less than zero: *P <0.05, **P <0.01.
from “sync” to “lead” conditioning was −36.2 (SD: 16.4) ms
across participants. This shift was significantly less than zero
(t (5)=−5.4; P = 0.0015). On the other hand, the average tim-
ing shifts from “sync” to “lag” conditioning was 39.8 (SD: 29.2)
ms across participants. This shift was significantly greater than
zero (t (5)= 3.34; P = 0.010). It can be said that the participants
had adjusted their motion initiation timing to match the persis-
tently exposed time offset between visual contact and load force
exertion.
3.3. SIMULTANEITY SHIFT
For the Simultaneity Test sessions, we analyzed the temporal order
of the visual contact and the load force events. Psychometric curves
representing the probability that the participants judged that load
force preceded visual contact were acquired by applying a logis-
tic regression model to the participants’ judgments. Psychometric
curves for each participant and each conditioning type are shown
in Figure 5A. Note that the sign of time offset is positive when
the load force was applied after visual contact. The subjective
simultaneity of the two events was evaluated by the PSS of the
psychometric curves [see equation (2)]. The average PSS across
participants were −44.7 (SD: 14.0) ms, −4.5 (SD: 4.0) ms, and
36.5 (SD: 13.1) ms after the “lead,” “sync,” and “lag” condition-
ings, respectively. The group-average psychometric curves are also
shown in Figure 5B. The curves for “lead” and “lag” conditioning
were clearly shifted leftward and rightward, respectively, in com-
parison to“sync”conditioning. The PSS shifts for“lead”condition-
ing with respect to “sync” conditioning were−40.1 (SD: 15.2) ms
averaged across participants. This was significantly less than zero
according to a one-sided t test (t (5)=−6.47; P = 0.0007). On
the other hand, the PSS shifts for “lag” conditioning with respect
to “sync” conditioning were 40.8 (SD: 15.4) ms averaged across
participants. This was significantly greater than zero (t (5)= 6.41;
P = 0.0006). Therefore, it can be said that the PSS shifted toward
the direction of persistently exposed time offset between visual
contact and load force exertion.
3.4. WEIGHT PERCEPTION AFTER “SYNC” CONDITIONING
In Experiment 1, participants were conditioned to 0 ms time offset
where load force exertion was synchronized with visual contact.
The Weight Perception Test session was then conducted to examine
how unpredictably induced time offsets affect perception of load
force magnitude. Three different offsets (−60, 0, +60 ms) were
used in this session. Figure 6A shows each participant’s psycho-
metric curves for each offset. The curves represent, as functions
of the percent difference in load force magnitude compared to
that of the reference force, the probability of judging that the load
force was heavier than the reference force. Although psychome-
tric curves differed from participant to participant, they moved
toward the right as offset increased from−60 ms to+60 ms. This
tendency can be clearly seen in the plot of group-average psycho-
metric curves (Figure 6B). The psychometric curve shifts indicate
that the same magnitude of load force was perceived differently
as time offset changed. For example, when the load force mag-
nitude was the same as that of the reference force (0% on the
horizontal axis), the probability that participants perceived the
ball heavier became larger as the offset became negative (i.e., the
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FIGURE 5 | Psychometric curves for temporal simultaneity.
(A) Psychometric curves of each participant after “sync” (solid lines),
“lead” (dash-dotted lines), and “lag” (dotted lines) conditioning. The
horizontal axis represents time offset between load force exertion and
visual contact. Negative or positive offsets indicate that force exertion
preceded or followed visual contact, respectively. The vertical axis
represents probability that the participants judged that load force was
applied before visual contact. (B) Group-average psychometric curves after
the three types of time offset conditioning. Circles, squares, and triangles
represent the group-average probability for the “sync,” “lead,” and “lag”
conditioning, respectively.
load force preceded). The same tendency can be seen for all other
magnitudes.
The difference in perceived heaviness can also be evaluated by
the difference in PSE of the psychometric curves [see equation
(3)]. The PSE indicates the magnitude of load force perceived to
be the same as that of the reference force. The average PSE across
participants were−6.9 (SD: 7.2) %, 3.9 (SD: 7.4) %, and 14.3 (SD:
4.5) % for −60, 0,+60 ms offset trials, respectively. Note that the
smaller the PSE, the heavier the load force perceived. The PSE
shifts for each participant are shown as box plots in Figure 6C.
The average PSE shifts from 0 to −60 ms offset trials was −10.7
(SD: 3.5) % and was significantly less than zero (t (5)=−7.53;
P = 0.00003). The average PSE shifts from 0 to+60 ms offset trials
was 10.4 (SD: 9.7) %. This shift was significantly greater than zero
(t (5)= 2.64; P = 0.023). It can be interpreted that the load force
exerted earlier than visual contact was perceived as heavier than
that exerted at the same time as visual contact, and when the load
force was exerted later than visual contact, it was perceived as
lighter.
3.5. WEIGHT PERCEPTION AFTER “LEAD” AND “LAG” CONDITIONING
The Weight Perception Test sessions in Experiments 2 and 3 were
conducted to examine how participants’ weight perceptions were
affected after conditioning to negative or positive time offsets. In
the Conditioning session in Experiment 2 (“lead” conditioning),
participants performed 80 ball-catching trials in which load force
preceded visual contact by 60 ms. For the Conditioning session
in Experiment 3 (“lag” conditioning), load force followed visual
contact by 60 ms. Weight judgments made in Experiments 2 and
3 were compared to those of Experiment 1 (“sync” conditioning)
shown in Figure 6B.
Figure 7 shows group-average psychometric curves for the
weight judgments made at−60 ms (Figure 7A), 0 ms (Figure 7B),
and +60 ms (Figure 7C) offsets trials, respectively. For both of
the −60 and 0 ms offset trials, curves for “lead” conditioning
shifted toward the right compared to those for “sync” condition-
ing (Figures 7A,B). Note that the rightward psychometric curve
shifts indicate that the participants perceived the ball’s weight
to be lighter in weight judgment trials after “lead” condition-
ing compared to those after “sync” conditioning, even though
actual magnitude and timing of force exertion were the same.
Curves shifted toward the left in “lag” conditioning compared to
“sync” conditioning (Figures 7B,C), showing that the ball’s weight
was perceived heavier in weight judgment trials after the “lag”
conditioning.
Change in perceived weight was evaluated by PSE shifts in the
psychometric curves of each participant. The amounts of PSE
shift for “lead” vs. “sync” conditioning are shown as box plots in
Figure 8A with respect to the two offset values. A box plot of the set
of PSE shifts for both offsets is also shown in the figure. The aver-
age PSE shifts across participants for−60 ms offset trials and 0 ms
offset trials were 6.2 (SD: 5.3) % and 4.1 (SD: 9.4) %, respectively.
The average PSE shifts across participants and the two offset trials
was 5.1 (SD: 7.4) %. The PSE shift for−60 ms offset trials was sig-
nificantly greater than zero (t (5)= 2.84; P = 0.018). Although the
PSE shift for 0 ms offset trials was not significantly greater than
zero (t (5)= 1.07; P = 0.167), the PSE shift for the set of offset
trials was significantly greater than zero (t (5)= 2.42; P = 0.017).
Figure 8B shows the amount of PSE shift for“lag”vs.“sync”condi-
tioning. The average PSE shifts across participants were−6.2 (SD:
3.0)% and−5.2 (SD: 3.9) %, for 0 and+60 ms offset trials, respec-
tively. Those shifts were significantly less than zero (t (5)=−5.12;
P = 0.002 and t (5)=−3.32; P = 0.011). The average PSE shifts
across participants and the two offset trials was −5.7 (SD: 3.3) %
and significantly less than zero (t (5)=−5.12; P = 0.00005). These
results indicate that the participants’ ball weight perception was
changed by being conditioned to time offset between load force
exertion and visual contact. The participants began to perceive the
ball’s weight as lighter after “lead” conditioning and heavier after
“lag” conditioning.
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FIGURE 6 | Psychometric curves for weight judgment after “sync”
conditioning. (A) Psychometric curves for each participant. Green, blue,
and red colors represents −60, 0, and +60 ms time offsets in weight
judgment trials. Offset values are positive in the case where force was
applied after visual contact. The horizontal axis represents percent
difference in load force magnitude from the reference force. (B)
Group-average psychometric curves. Circles represent group-average of the
probability of judging that the load force was heavier than the reference
force. (C) Box plots of the difference in point of subjective equality (PSE).
The left box represents the difference in PSEs for 0 and −60 ms offset trials.
The right box represents the difference in PSEs for 0 and +60 ms offset
trials. The whiskers correspond to minimum and maximum values.
Asterisks denote that the difference in PSE is significantly greater or less
than zero: *P < 0.05, **P <0.01.
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FIGURE 7 | Group-average psychometric curves for weight judgment
in the three experiments. Psychometric curves for (A)−60 ms offset trials,
(B) 0 ms offset trials, and (C) +60 ms offset trials in the Weight Perception
Test sessions. Offset values are positive in the case where force was
applied after visual contact. The horizontal axes represent the percent
difference in load force magnitude from the reference force. Green, blue,
and red colors represents −60, 0, and +60 ms time offsets. Solid,
dash-dotted, and dotted lines correspond to Weight Perception Test
sessions after “sync,” “lead,” and “lag” conditioning, respectively.
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3.6. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PSE AND PSS
The results of the weight judgment trials in Experiment 1 revealed
that the weight of the falling ball was perceived differently by intro-
ducing time offsets between load force exertion and visual contact
(Figure 6). In Experiment 2 and 3, we also found that the weight of
the ball was perceived differently after “lead” and “lag” condition-
ing, even though the time offsets were the same as those used in
the weight judgment trials in Experiment 1 (Figure 7). Therefore,
the perceived weight illusion observed in Experiment 1 seems not
to be related to actual physical time offset between visual contact
and load force exertion. Rather, the illusion in weight perception
seems to be connected to the participants’ subjective perception of
time offset. This subjective time offset is thought to be modified
by shifts in PSS after “lead” and “lag” conditioning. To show how
perceived weight is related to physical or subjective time offset, the
PSEs of group-average psychometric curves shown in Figure 7 are
plotted with respect to their corresponding physical or subjective
offsets (Figure 9). Here the subjective time offsets were calcu-
lated by subtracting the PSS of the group-average psychometric
curve in each experiment from the physical time offsets used in
the Weight Perception Test session in each experiment. We can see
that the same physical offset yielded different PSE values (black
open marks). On the other hand, PSE values plotted with respect
to subjective offset (gray filled marks) increased approximately
linearly with subjective offset value. The correlation coefficient of
PSS and subjective time lag was 0.98.
3.7. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PSE AND ESTIMATION ERROR IN
FORCE EXERTION TIMING
In addition to the subjective perception of time offset, the estima-
tion of force exertion timing in sensorimotor system also seems to
be modified after “lead” and “lag” conditioning. Here we analyze
the relationship between perceived weight and estimation error
in force exertion timing. Although we cannot directly measure the
estimation of force exertion timing, we can infer it from the motion
initiation timing relative to visual contact. Let us assume that ball-
catching motions are initiated some fixed second in advance of the
estimated timing of force exertion. This assumption is supported
by other experiments in which the timings of muscle activity and
catching motion were found to be consistently initiated a few hun-
dred millisecond before the ball contacts the hand (Lacquaniti
and Maioli, 1989; Zago et al., 2004; Hong et al., 2005; Kambara
et al., 2011; Kawase et al., 2012). We also assume that the margin
between the motion initiation timing and the estimated timing
varied among participants, but did not change within a single par-
ticipant in the three experiments. According to these assumptions,
we inferred changes in the estimation of force timing by analyzing
changes in the motion initiation timing relative to visual contact.
Figure 10 plots the PSEs of group-average psychometric curves
shown in Figure 7 against the estimation error in load force exer-
tion timing. Note that we assumed that there was no estimation
error in 0 ms offset trials after“sync”conditioning (Experiment 1).
The estimation error was then calculated by subtracting group-
average motion initiation timing in each experiment from the
sum of time offset and group-average motion initiation timing in
Experiment 1. For example, the estimation error in+60 ms offset
trials in Experiment 3 was 20.1 (=60+ (−75.3)− (−35.9)), where
the values of −75.3 and −35.9 ms correspond to group-average
motion initiation timings in Experiment 1 and 3, respectively
(values of group-average motion initiation timing in each exper-
iment is described in Section 2). We can see that the PSE values
increased almost linearly with the estimation error. The correlation
coefficient of PSE and the estimation error was 0.99.
4. DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated the effect of force exertion timing on
perceived magnitude of force. We conducted three experiments
with a virtual reality system in which the load force of a falling
ball was applied at various timings relative to visual contact with
the hand in the display. In Experiment 1 (“sync” conditioning), we
tested how force exertion timing influenced perception of the ball’s
weight. We found that the ball was perceived to be heavier when the
load force was applied before visual contact. In contrast, the ball
was perceived to be lighter when the load force was applied after
visual contact. The results exhibited the illusion in which the same
magnitude of load force was perceived differently as the timing
of force exertion changed. In Experiments 2 (“lead” conditioning)
and 3 (“lag” conditioning), we tested how this illusion would be
modified by persistent pre-exposure to time offsets between load
force exertion and visual contact. We first found that the PSS in
regards to temporal order of load force exertion and visual contact
shifted toward the conditioned offset. The timings of ball-catching
motion initiation relative to visual contact were also shifted in
the direction that the time difference between load force exertion
and motion initiation became close to that after “sync” condition-
ing, where load force was applied at the time of visual contact.
Next, we found that the weight experienced at physically identical
time offset relative to visual contact was perceived lighter after the
participants had undergone “lead” conditioning, where load force
preceded visual contact by 60 ms, and heavier after“lag”condition-
ing, where load force was applied 60 ms after visual contact. We
confirmed that the amount of difference in perceived weight could
be linearized with respect to both the subjective time offset related
to the shift in PSS and the estimation error in load force exertion
timing inferred from the motion initiation timing. These results
suggest that the observed illusion may not originate from physical
time offset between force exertion and visual contact. Rather, the
illusion may originate from the perceptual simultaneity between
force exertion and visual contact and/or the estimation error in
force exertion timing in sensorimotor system.
Since many types of force and weight illusions, including the
size-weight-illusion, have became widely known, several hypothe-
ses have been proposed to explain them. The mismatch hypoth-
esis claims that the illusion originates from a mismatch between
an internal sensorimotor prediction and actual sensory feedback
(Ross, 1969; Davis and Roberts, 1976; Kim et al., 2002; Koike et al.,
2006; Diedrichsen et al., 2007). However, it has also been suggested
that the illusion is caused by a high-level cognitive and perceptual
mismatch of expected weight and sensed weight that is indepen-
dent from the sensorimotor system (Flanagan and Beltzner, 2000;
Flanagan et al., 2008; Brayanov and Smith, 2010). Although we
still lack a definitive explanation of why the illusions occur (Ernst,
2009), we can say that the illusions, albeit in the sensorimotor or
perceptual system, coincide with a mismatch between expectation
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Shapes of the marks represent the Conditioning sessions. The gray solid
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and experience. In this study, we showed that the changes in the
temporal factors related to both of the sensorimotor and percep-
tual systems had been synchronized with the changes in weight
perception. In the following sections, we discuss the effects of each
system on the weight perception.
4.1. EFFECT OF ESTIMATION ERROR IN SENSORIMOTOR SYSTEM ON
WEIGHT PERCEPTION
A linear relationship between perceived weight of the ball and
estimation error in the timing of load force exertion (Figure 10)
indicates a possibility that the estimation error made by the senso-
rimotor system caused the difference in perceived heaviness. The
estimation of TTC, that is, the time remaining before contact, is
required to generate anticipatory motion for the successful catch
of a falling ball. The motor command for the catching motion
seems to be sent to the muscles in advance of the estimated tim-
ing of contact (Lacquaniti and Maioli, 1989; Hong et al., 2005;
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FIGURE 10 | Relationship between perceived weight and estimation
error in load force exertion timing. PSEs of group-average psychometric
curves for weight judgments in all experiments are plotted with respect to
the estimation error in load force exertion timing. The estimation error for α
ms offset trials in Experiment β was calculated by subtracting
group-average motion initiation timing in Experiment β from the sum of α
ms offset and group-average motion initiation timing in Experiment1.
Kambara et al., 2011; Kawase et al., 2012). It has been proposed
that sensorimotor control system is utilizing internal forward
model of the body and world to predict sensory signals before
actual sensory feedback is acquired (Desmurget and Grafton, 2000;
Wolpert and Ghahramani, 2000; Shadmehr et al., 2010). The mis-
perception of the ball’s weight might have originated from the
mismatch between the internally predicted motor outcome and
actually sensed outcome caused by the incorrect TTC estimate.
In Experiment 1, it is reasonable that the timing of load force
exertion was estimated based on 0 ms time offset, which is the time
offset persistently experienced in “sync” conditioning. When the
actual time offset was−60 ms, then, participants’ hand moved fur-
ther downward than the internally predicted trajectory according
to 0 ms time offset (see Figures 3C,D). In contrast, unexpected
upward movement seemed to be observed in +60 ms time offset
trials where the load force was applied later than the estimated tim-
ing. Note that, when we hold an object, our hand moves downward
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FIGURE 11 |Weight perception illusion occurred in perceptual
system. (A) Schematic model explaining weight perception
difference caused by time offset difference after “sync”
conditioning. Black solid lines represent time load force actually
applied to the hand in −60 or +60 ms offset trials. Gray bold line is
the load force expected from visual information. Red, blue, and
green lines trace subjectively perceived load forces in −60, 0, and
+60 ms offset trials, respectively. Note that perceived load forces
are coincided with subjectively perceived timings of load force
exertion. An area colored by light red with an up-pointing arrow
represents unexpected positive force impulse. Here positive force
impulse means that unexpected force was perceived during that
period. An area colored by light green with a down-pointing arrow
represents unexpected negative force impulse. Here negative force
impulse means that expected force was not perceived during that
period. tvc is the time of visual contact. (B) Schematic model for
weight perception in −60 ms offset trials after “lead” conditioning. A
red dashed line represents the subjectively perceived load force
assuming −60 ms shift in PSS. Note that the group-average PSS
after “lead” conditioning was −44.7 ms. (C) Schematic model for
weight perception in +60 ms offset trials after “lag” conditioning. A
green dashed line represents the subjectively perceived load force
assuming +60 ms shift in PSS. Note that the group-average PSS
after “lag” conditioning was 36.5 ms.
or upward when the weight of the object is heavier or lighter than
expected (see Figures 3A,B). It has been reported that deafferented
patients can discriminate the weight of two objects almost as well as
normal subjects when they are allowed to observe their movements
visually (Rothwell et al., 1982; Cole and Sedgwick, 1992). Those
studies indicate that observing the mismatch between internally
predicted and actual motor outcomes strongly affects a decision of
the heaviness of held objects. Therefore, the unexpected downward
and upward hand motion caused by the error in TTC estimation
may be connected with the same motion caused by misestimating
the weight of the ball.
4.2. EFFECT OF SUBJECTIVE SIMULTANEITY IN PERCEPTUAL SYSTEM
ONWEIGHT PERCEPTION
In addition to the estimation error in sensorimotor system, sub-
jectively perceived time offset also showed a linear relationship
to the perceived weight of the ball. Here we discuss an effect of
subjective simultaneity in the perceptual system on weight per-
ception. First, we consider the difference in weight perception
elicited by different time offsets in Experiment 1 (after “sync”
conditioning). Let us assume that expectation of the load force
in the perceptual system always synchronized with actual visual
information (Figure 11). In other word, the load force was not
expected to be applied before the ball contact the hand in the
display, but was expected to be applied after the visual contact.
In −60 ms offset trials, the perceptual system starts experienc-
ing, from 60 ms before to the time of visual contact, the force
not expected from the visual information. Then, the mismatch
occurred between expected and experienced force until the visual
contact. It is possible that the unexpected force impulse sensed
in the perceptual system made the ball to be perceived heavier
in −60 ms offset trials (Figure 11A). In +60 ms offset trials, the
perceptual system do not experience visually expected force until
60 ms after the visual contact. The absence of expected force might
have made participants to perceived the ball lighter.
Next, let us consider how “lead” and “lag” conditionings
changed the weight perception against the same visual and haptic
stimuli. Common with previous studies testing subjective simul-
taneity between voluntarily generated motor events and visual
stimuli (Cunningham et al., 2001; Haggard et al., 2002; Stetson
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et al., 2006; Heron et al., 2009; Sugano et al., 2010; Tanaka et al.,
2011), the PSS shifted to reduce subjectively perceived time off-
set in the Conditioning sessions for “lead” and “lag.” In addition,
it has been suggested that the change in PSS is caused by a shift
in interpretation about the timing when motor events occurred
with respect to visual stimuli (Sugano et al., 2010). According to
this hypothesis, in our study, the subjectively perceived timing of
force exertion relative to the timing of visual contact seemed to
be delayed after “lead” conditioning and be advanced after “lag”
conditioning (Figures 11B,C). In −60 ms offset trials after “lead”
conditioning, the duration that the perceptual system is subjec-
tively perceiving unexpected load force becomes shorter compared
to that in−60 ms offset trials after“sync”conditioning (see the dif-
ference in the areas colored with light red in Figures 11A,B). The
reduction in the subjectively perceived unexpected force impulse
might be the reason why participants perceived the ball as lighter
after “lead” conditioning compared to that after “sync” condi-
tioning. Note that if PSS had been shifted 60 ms after “lead”
conditioning, the weight perceived in −60 ms offset trials would
have been as same as the weight perceived in 0 ms offset trials
in “sync” conditioning. However, the PSS shifted only 40.1 ms on
average in our experiment. The difference between the perceived
weight in 0 ms offset trials after “sync” conditioning and that in
−60 ms offset trials after “lead” conditioning might be caused by
incompleteness in the PSS shift. In +60 ms offset trials after “lag”
conditioning, on the other hand, the duration that the percep-
tual system is experiencing the absence of expected force reduces
compared to−60 ms offset trials after “sync” conditioning (see the
difference in the areas colored with light green in Figures 11A,C).
For this reason, the ball might have been perceived as heavier com-
pared to the same offset trials after “sync” conditioning. Finally, if
we suppose that weight illusion is caused by mismatch between
expectation and experience in perceptual system, it can be said
that the different temporal conditionings caused different weight
perception not because the expectation of the weight was changed,
but because the way perceptual system experience the weight had
been changed.
4.3. CAUSALITY OF WEIGHT ILLUSION
In our experiment, the change in weight perception was synchro-
nized with the changes in temporal factors in both perceptual
and sensorimotor systems. On the other hand, Flanagan et al.
(2008) showed that size-weight illusion did synchronize with per-
ceptual mismatching but not with sensorimotor system. In their
experiment, subjects practice to lift a set of blocks whose weights
vary inversely with volume. During multiday practice in lifting
the blocks, size-weight illusion was gradually inverted, that is, the
larger block became to be perceived heavier than smaller one. In
contrast to gradual change in the weight perception, the lift force,
supposed to be related to expected weight in the sensorimotor sys-
tem, rapidly changed to match the inverted object weights within
ten lifts. From these results, Flanagan et al. (2008) concluded that
the illusion in weight perception was caused by the mismatch in
perceptual system. Unlike the experiment in Flanagan et al. (2008),
weight perception had rapidly changed after experiencing tens of
ball-catching trials in our experiment. The reason of the differ-
ence in the latency of perceptual change seems to be coming from
the difference in the factors modified in perceptual system. In
Flanagan et al. (2008), expected weight itself was changed. In our
experiment, on the other hand, the subjective temporal simultane-
ity between visual and haptic stimuli was changed. The temporal
simultaneity seems to have nothing to do with expected weight in
the perceptual system. However, as described before, it has possi-
bility to change the way perceptual system experience the weight.
Therefore, it is possible that quick change in perceptual system
induced quick change in weight perception.
In our experiment, we could not observe the difference in the
rate of changes in the temporal factors in perceptual and sensori-
motor systems. For this reason, it is difficult to conclude whether
the illusion observed in this study was related to the temporal
mismatching in perceptual system or that in sensorimotor system.
Further experiments seem to be needed to discriminate the two
possibilities. For example, conducting the experiment with sup-
porting the hand will prevent the mismatching in sensorimotor
system and will be useful to investigate whether the illusion was
driven by sensorimotor system or not.
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